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Abstract 
 
Wastewater treatment machines are one of the advances that can help existing natural issues, particularly in water 
ecological issues. This paper means to decide the structure for the advancement of technopreneurship and 
development frameworks in the improvement of wastewater treatment machine innovation. The strategy used in this 
assessment is a general report between the Trident water framework and Procon water. The examination approach 
utilizes an incorporated system. This construction involves market versus push innovation, measure Advancement, 
shut versus open headway. The information utilized in investigating the relative investigation of auxiliary 
information were gotten from the web and past research. Essential information with meetings and questions and 
replies to the harpoon water framework workers. The outcome obtained is that organization frameworks and 
progression are central to create and encourage viable advancement based business visionaries, who are acquired 
from wastewater treatment machine innovation. Then, at that point, an assessment system is done, to be specific, 
push versus market pull innovation, progression measure, shut turn of events and open turn of events, and the 
Technology Transfer Office (TTO). 
 
Keywords  
Comparison, Comparative study, Commercialization technology, Technopreneurship 
 
1. Introduction  
Innovation business, likewise alluded to as innovation based business venture, can be characterized as the 
foundation of another organization by an individual or organization to take advantage of mechanical development. It 
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can likewise be depicted as the commercialization of an arising mechanical development or advancement. 
Innovative business venture is characterized as a business initiative style that includes recognizing high potential and 
innovation serious business openings, pooling assets like ability and capital, and overseeing quick development and 
huge dangers utilizing principled dynamic abilities (Dorf, 2007). 
 
In the Industrial 4.0 time, associations According to Willie O. Siyanbola, et al. (2011) show that mechanical 
business works with measure headway by making drives that drive every movement meanwhile, and choosing the 
mode and nature of huge worth creation. The particular strides of the development cycle through which innovative 
business venture is completed are (1) thought age and screening. Thoughts are expected to begin new organizations 
as well as work on old ones, to react to showcase needs, and react to changing styles and necessities. (2) The 
possibility study is one of the necessities in the advancement of an innovation based company.(3) Prototype 
Development, this stage is vital to acknowledge advancement that is driven by innovation based 
entrepreneurship.(4) Patents and endorsements, licensing is a basic however optional1 part of business venture in 
mechanical advancement. (5) Production and showcasing, when every one of the essential endorsements have been 
gotten, a full-scale creation and advertising program has been acquired. (6) Adoption, once dispatched into the 
market, the item enters its life cycle, and the outside cutthroat climate turns into the fundamental determinant of its 
endurance. 
 
One must choose the option to team up and procure outside information because of the abbreviated advancement life 
cycle and items (Enkel., Et al., 2017). That is the reason an open information trade approach that can happen in 
inventive settings is inescapable. An open development procedure, taking on the reason of an open framework 
hypothesis, underlines the organization's communication with outside partners to further develop its advancement 
execution (Salampasis and Mention, 2019; McGee et al., 1995; Pisano, 1990). 
 
Wastewater treatment machines are one of the advancements that can help existing ecological issues, particularly 
water natural issues. Albeit the innovation of wastewater treatment machines as of now exists, the innovation 
proceeds to create and make this wastewater treatment machine an innovation that can tackle ecological issues. As 
per Shubha, wastewater rises out of modern and family exercises, and its treatment, the board, and reuse are one of 
the fundamental issues today which requests high specialized information, energy, and foundation to accomplish 
better treatment objectives. With the presence of wastewater treatment innovation, the creation of freshwater 
accessibility for human requirements can be expanded. Improvement commercialization is a system for using 
research result progression in both creation and use rehearses so specialists can profit from these exercises 
(Khofiyah,2021). 
 
This review plans to foster a wastewater treatment machine innovation, specifically the Tridentwater framework and 
Procon water. The two organizations produce wastewater treatment machines that are as of now underway and 
utilized by a few organizations. The two organizations are the objects of concentrate in this article with a relative 
investigation of the advancement of wastewater treatment machine innovation in Indonesia to see the mechanical 
frameworks and developments of the two organizations. 
 
Close by business, progress structures are in like way major in building IT-based relationship, as shown through ( 
Carayannis et al., 2015), especially concerning the shot at an advancement structure related to the improvement of 
data and its impact on financial new turn of events. So have improvement the pioneers, deal with the affirmed 
progress with the objective that it is changed between the advancement of data and learning, as in the advancement 
of ( Carayannis et al,2015) which incorporates 3 areas, to be express Creativity, Innovation, and Competitiveness. 
The three segments are interrelated, where imaginative mind can pass on revelations where these divulgences can be 
a turn of events. Development is passed on so that there is contention, from which challenge emerges validity. The 
requesting of the issue is that not all mechanical developments can be accessible watching out (valley of death 
issues) so they don't add to assessing improvement (Carayannis et al., 2015), there is an impact on power issues 
(Carayannis et al., 2015). With an authoritative objective for analysts to have hypotheses that ought to be improved 
(undertaking and movement structure), this assessment becomes basic and entrancing to research. 
 
2. Literature Review  

a. Innovation as a Management Process 
Creating and adding new developments is regularly planned by an enormous supervisory group that is 
inspired to investigate market openings. In such manner, we should accentuate that association wide 
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advancement the executives choices are innately mind boggling and, accordingly, hard to supplant. From one 
viewpoint, this can possibly make a superior way for organizations to react to their inexorably aggressive 
climate and oversee developing data. (Naomi, 2021).  
 
Progression the chiefs is muddled and risky. Examination of association dissatisfactions reveals, 
notwithstanding different things, that various creative associations disregard to make an understanding of 
their imaginative innovativeness into useful business assignments. Appropriately the test isn't just the making 
of advancement, but the best organization to create benefits in the association. Since crafted by headway the 
board in affiliation execution is clear, its association measures should be normalized and used to accomplish 
sound business endeavors (Carayannis et al., 2015). 
 

b. Innovation System 
Advancement is one of the principle determinants of monetary improvement in present day culture. (Jon, 
2021) On the other hand, when developments enter the market, their dissemination to different regions and 
additionally associations likewise permit 'advancement adherents' or potentially 'slouches' to profit from the 
effectiveness gains created by driving units ( Liao, 2020). 
 

c. Introduction to Technology Entrepreneurship 
The inventive undertaking climate is a convoluted plan of parts, associations, and collaborations that work 
with and drive the creation and improvement of venturesome advancement associations (Amir Mahdi, 2020). 
The work and dynamic nature of mechanical change and headway and their affiliation are seen as the 
standard components framing the destiny of the world economy. On this explanation, we recognize that there 
is a reasonable work, opportunity, and challenge for monetary experts all through the planet to speed up and 
influence cash related new development and exploit the Digital Divide through business drives in the private 
area. Accordingly, information and information based business experience will be the major driver of 
development in the twenty-first century, through confirmed/virtual and all through the planet/neighborhood 
establishment like relationship of incubators. This vision is unquestionably motivating and partaking in e-
Development towards a Knowledge Economy (Carayannis et al, 2015).  

 
3. Methods 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Entrepreneurship & Innovation System Development Framework 
 

The entrepreneurship framework and innovation systems in this study use a combined framework The business 
venture structure and development frameworks in this review utilize a consolidated system. This system comprises 
of market allure versus push innovation, shut versus open advancement. The blend of these structures plans to foster 
a thorough business venture and advancement framework. What's more, the consolidation of these systems can be a 
suggestion in doing an advancement cycle in other improvement innovations (Nida, et al, 2020).  This study uses 
secondary data obtained from research conducted via the internet and primary data obtained from interviews and 
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questions and answers to one of the employees of the Trident Water System. Figure 1 shows the framework for the 
entrepreneurship and innovation system development used. 
 
4. Data Collection  
The two companies are the objects of study in this article with a comparative analysis of the development of 
wastewater treatment machine technology in Indonesia to see the technological systems and innovations of the two 
companies. Table 1 describes a comparison of wastewater treatment machine technology products in Indonesia. 
 

Table 1. Product comparison 
 

 Trident Water Sytem Procon Water 

Product 
image  

 
 

TRL  9 9 

Information The picture above is one of the types of 
ECR belonging to the trident water system. 
This product is produced in various types. 

The picture above is a wastewater 
treatment plant belonging to Procon 
Water. 

Strength  - Fewer chemicals needed 
- Consistent results or output 
- Minimizes sludge 

- Does not require chemicals and light 
maintenance. 
- Addresses more waste contaminants. 
- Water reuse - resulting in zero 
discharge  

Source : http://www.tridentwater.com.sg/ and https://www.proconwater.co.id/beranda 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
The examination was led by alluding to the technopreneurship and improvement system approach to manage fathom 
the course of headway the chiefs at the material TTO and how the technopreneurship model is applied 
(Aqidawati,2020). Results and analysis of comparative studies of wastewater treatment machine development 
technology (Trident Water System and Procon) are obtained using a consolidated system in creating 
entrepreneurship & innovation systems. 
 
5.1 Technology  Push and Pull Market  
 

Table 2. Comparison: Technology Push and Market Pull 
 

.Company  Technology  Technology Push  Market Pull  
Trident Water System  ECR-T10 Series  √  √  
Trident Water System  ECR-T20 Series  √  √  
Trident Water System  ECR-T40 Series  √  √  
Trident Water System  ECR-T60 Series  √  √  
Procon Water  Sistem Elektokoagulasi     √  

Procon Water  Perfect Backwashable  
Micro Filter     √  

Procon Water  Sistem MBBR     √  
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Innovation Push is a new get from the technology of the production, use of the technology of the sophisticated and 
on the use, with little attention to the market. In other words, a new product or technology or new technology or sold 
to the market (prospective customer) that does not request or supervise any of the new products or technology. 
Market Pull is a new product determined by the market based on customer needs. New product types are determined 
through market research & customer feedback, with little attention to technology (Dicky, 2015). Table 2 shows a 
comparison of the technology used by Trident Water System and Procon Water. 
 
The Trident Water System technology has various series, but from these various types, the differences are such as 
flow rate, total weight, weight when the machine is operating, power requirements used, and control panel ratings. 
However, the system used is the same, namely the electrocoagulation system. The technology in Procon Water uses 
three systems while the Trident Water System uses only one system. 
 
The determination of technology push also, market pull is the explanation why products are made or acknowledged 
by customers. The improvement of wastewater treatment machine innovation in Indonesia is still little in light of the 
fact that not all organizations utilize these machines. The research that is done is not done too much (it is difficult to 
find previous research) and sales are only done at certain companies. 
 
Trident Water System (PT EcoSystem International) is a company located in Singapore but also located in 
Indonesia. This company produces wastewater treatment machines of various types. The process that occurs in a 
trident water system uses an electrocoagulation system but has various types or types of machines (as needed). 
Meanwhile, Procon Water (CV Procon Djaya Agung) is also a company that provides wastewater treatment 
machines. It produces a variety of systems used but does not have many types. 
 
5.2 Innovation process 
The innovation stage is the innovation process based on the BID (Biologically Inspired Design) stage has 8 stages 
(Chirazi et al. (2019). The following is a comparison of Trident water system technology and Procon water. Table 3 
shows a comparison of product specifications between Trident Water System and Procon Water. 
 

Table 3. Comparison of Trident Water System and Procon Water Specifications 
 

Trident Water System 

ECR T-10 SERIES  ECR T-40 SERIES  

Suggested Flow-rate: 10 m3/Hr  Suggested Flow-rate: 40 m3/Hr  

Greatest Flow-rate: 30 m3/Hr  Greatest Flow-rate: 120 m3/Hr  

All out Shipping Weight: 1.0 ton  All out Shipping Weight: 3 ton  

Functional Weight: 1.7 ton  Functional Weight: 6 ton  

Workspace Dim (mm): 2500 X 2500  Workspace Dim (mm): 6500 X 6500  

Force Requirement: 380-440V, 50 Hz  Force Requirement: 380-440V, 50 Hz  
Control Panel Rating: 100 Amp Control Panel Rating: 400 Amp 

ECR T-20 SERIES  ECR T-60 SERIES  

Suggested Flow-rate: 20 m3/Hr  Suggested Flow-rate: 60 m3/Hr  

Greatest Flow-rate: 60 m3/Hr  Greatest Flow-rate: 180 m3/Hr  

All out Shipping Weight: 1.5 ton  All out Shipping Weight: 3.5 ton  

Functional Weight: 4 ton  Functional Weight: 10 ton  

Workspace Dim (mm): 5000 X 5000  Workspace Dim (mm): 7000 X 7000  

Force Requirement: 380-440V, 50 Hz  Force Requirement: 380-440V, 50 Hz  
Control Panel Rating: 200 Amp Control Panel Rating: 500 Amp 
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Procon Water 

Electrocoagulation System Perfect Backwashable Micro Filter 

Available capacity : 5 – 2500 M3/day Operating Pressure : 2.0-2.5 kgf/cm2 
Effectiveness > 90% Operating Temperature : 60 C 
MBBR System Backwashing time 3 to 5 minutes 
Available capacity : 5 – 5000 M3/day  
Effectiveness > 80%  

 
Information regarding the specifications of each product can be obtained from the respective websites of the Trident 
water system and Procon water companies. Table 4 provides a comparison of the process of developing a 
wastewater treatment machine. 
 

Table 4. Innovation process 
 

Company  Technology  

        
Trident Water System  ECR-T10 Series  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T20 Series  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T40 Series  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T60 Series  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    
Procon Water  Elektokoagulasi  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    

Procon Water  Perfect Backwashable 
Micro Filter  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    

Procon Water  Sistem MBBR  √  √  √  √  √  √  √    
 
The trident water system is a company that started production of wastewater treatment machines in 2012. In its 
development process, ECR began in 2006. In the first year, it did design and made the ECR unit for the first time. 
Subsequently, in 2007 he established credentials in the oil and gas industry with a 3-year BOO (service contract), a 
facility for the management of the sludge center for Chevron Indonesia. The year 2008 was the first time the 
production of 20 units of ECR for sewage or water treatment and water treatment systems. Then in 2009, the ECR 
was first applied in the textile industry. 2012 designed, built, and commissioned a waste treatment plant in 
Bangladesh. Procon water is a company located at Jalan Magelang No 18A Jatirasa, Jatiasih, Bekasi.   
 
5.3 Closed Innovation and Open Innovation  
Open innovation helps companies involve all parties, including employees, consumers, suppliers, and researchers, in 
developing new ideas for the satisfaction of all parties involved (Siti Fadhilah, 2018). Closed innovation is an 
inward-focused approach that fits perfectly into the information climate of the mid 20th century. Notwithstanding, 
this worldview is progressively at chances with the information scene toward the start of the twenty-first century 
(Xerma, 2014).The comparisons between Trident and Procon regarding closed innovation and open innovation are 
provided in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Closed Innovation and Open Innovation 
 

Inventor/R&D  Technology  Closed Innovation  
Open  
Innovation  

Trident Water System  ECR-T10 Series  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T20 Series  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T40 Series  √    
Trident Water System  ECR-T60 Series  √    
Procon Water  Sistem Elektokoagulasi  √    

Procon Water  
Perfect Backwashable  
Micro Filter  

√    

Procon Water  Sistem MBBR  √    
 
Analysts investigated shut and open advancements seen from site pages and data got from the web. The two 
organizations, to be specific the Trident Water System and Procon Water, are shut developments for their 
innovation, and for sure their structure is an organization with the goal that they will be progressively restricted in 
looking for data. 
 
5.4 Technology Transfer Office (TTO)  
Commercialization technique is a widely inclusive arrangement that coordinates innovation move office objectives 
to popularize a college's advancements. Estimation procedure requires plausible factors that make up those 
objectives. This procedure likewise guarantees that all factors that are significant in estimating add to the bigger 
objectives. A helpful method to evaluate and clarify the adequacy of the innovation move office (TTO) of colleges is 
to show this inside a creation work/outskirts system ( Wahyudi, 2018 ). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Business Model Canvas 
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TTO is tasked with assessing the benefits of research in the market so that it can be promoted to the industry. 
Industry plays a role as the main sponsor of research development so that it can be commercialized to the public. 
(Tempo, 2021). The plan of action that has been framed will be the reason for planning a busines plan comprising of 
an administration profile and monetary examination ( Sholichah, 2020). Figure 2 is a business model canvas which 
explains about Technology Transfer Office (TTO). 
 
The business model is a method used to make money in the business environment. (Rappa, 2013). Investigation like 
this gives a decent premise to additional conversation, dynamic, and eventually advancement around the plan of 
action. (A Osterwalder, 2012), the following is a business model canvas: 
 

a. Customer Segments 
As indicated by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 20), the client fragment building blocks portray a 
gathering of various individuals or associations that the organization needs to reach or serve. The 
customer segment is anyone the company targets, including companies that produce wastewater as well as 
upper-middle-class companies. 

b. Value proposition 
As per Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 22), the extent of significant worth structure blocks portray the 
mix of items and administrations that make an incentive for explicit client sections.The value proposition, 
namely the value offered or the advantages possessed, namely: environmentally friendly, products of 
various types and making products based on the desired type.4 

c. Channels 
As per Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 26), the channel building blocks portray how an organization 
speaks with its client fragments and contacts them to give an extent of significant worth.The company 
uses promotions through the company website.  

d. Customer relationship 
As per Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 28), Customer connections are the sort of relationship that clients 
from explicit market fragments need to have.Maintaining good relations with customers, the company 
continues to communicate by listening to their complaints. If there is an error or product defect, the 
company will immediately respond to the complaint by asking where the error is located. After that, the 
company provides an explanation for the error. 

e. Revenue streams 
As indicated by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 30), Revenue Streams are income gotten by 
organizations from each market section or as such, income streams are pay which is generally estimated 
as far as cash that the organization gets from its clients. Revenue streams are obtained from machine sales 
and machine rental. 

f. Key resources 
As per Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 34), distinct advantages depict the main resources required for a 
plan of action to work. Secret weapons, to be specific anybody included so that key exercises can be done 
and the offer can be given to clients, who are associated with the form of human resources, design, and 
brand paten.  

g. Key activities 
As indicated by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 36), key exercises are the main moves an organization 
should make to work effectively. Key exercises are anything that will be done to create an offer. What is 
done is production,promos, product research and development, and distribution.  

h. Key partnership 
As indicated by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 38), key associations are the fundamental accomplices in 
business, for instance, providers, so the plan of action can run.Key partnerships are parties that can be 
invited to cooperate. The party is a permanent supplier. 

i. Cost structure 
As indicated by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2015: 40), cost structure is the expense parts that are utilized so 
an association or organization can run by its plan of action. The expense structure is a breakdown of the 
expenses brought about to do key exercises and create an offer.These costs are electricity costs, employee 
costs, raw material costs, maintenance costs and assurance costs.  
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5.5 Lessons learned 
Relative results from a Framework for Developing Technopreneurship and Innovation System: Comparative 
examination of the improvement of waste water treatment machine innovation. This can be found in Table 6 of the 
attached investigation outline. 
 

Table 6. The results of the comparison of the two wastewater treatment machine companies 
 

Company Technology Push 
and Market Pull 

Innovation 
Process 

Closed Innovation 
vs Open  
Innovation  

Technology 
Transfer 
Office 

Trident Water  System/ECR-
T10 Series  

Technology push 
and market pull 

Product 
launch  

Closed Innovation  Licensing  

Trident Water  Sytem/ECR-T20  
Series  

Technology push 
and market pull  

Product 
launch  

Closed Innovation  Licensing  

Trident Water  System/ECR-
T40 Series  

Technology push 
and market pull  

Product 
launch  

Closed Innovation  Licensing  

Trident Water  Syatem/ECR-
T60 Series  

Technology push 
and market pull  

Product 
launch  

Closed Innovation  Licensing  

Procon Water/Sistem  
Elektokoagulasi  

Market pull  Product 
launch  

Closed Innovation  Marketing  

 
 

Table 7. The results of the comparison of the two wastewater treatment machine companies (next) 
 

Company Technology Push 
and Market Pull 

Innovation 
Process 

Closed Innovation 
vs Open 

Innovation 

Technology 
Transfer 
Office 

Procon Water/Perfect 
Backwashable Micro Filter 

Market pull 
 

Product launch Closed Innovation Marketing 

Procon Water/ Sistem  MBBR  Market pull Product launch Closed Innovation Marketing 

 
The illustration gained from the consequences of this review is that administration frameworks and development are 
fundamental for encouraging effective innovation based business. The structure for the improvement of business and 
development frameworks is done utilizing a mix of 4 structures, to be specific the push and market pull innovation 
system, the valley of the passing based advancement framework, shut versus open development, and innovation 
move workplaces. The four structures can be utilized as a system to popularize innovation/advancement to make 
progress. 
 
Suggestions that can be acquired from the consequences of this review are that assuming you need to be fruitful in 
commercializing the innovation, you need a decent and mature plan, the procedure utilized, and the means taken. 
For improvement based affiliations, the rule technique is to utilize progression push, deriving that entrepreneurship 
should give genuine believed to orchestrating the headway to be sold. Moreover, for market attracting quality, how 
to utilize improvement will follow when there is an allocated market portion, and clients now understand the 
progression. Then, the accompanying methodology is to use an open progression framework, where the 
advancement made isn't closed. It can quickly change in accordance with developments that emerge from an 
external perspective, which can similarly assemble the value of the thing. The advancement association and the 
development move office ought to in like manner be a concern in doing the periods of the development 
commercialization measure. 
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6. Conclusions 
The advancement of wastewater treatment machine innovation, in particular the Trident water framework and 
Procon Water. The exploration approach utilizes four consolidated structures. This structure comprises of market 
pull versus push, Process Innovation, shut versus development. Open development. The mix of these structures 
intends to foster a thorough business venture and advancement framework. So it tends to be reasoned that 
administration and advancement frameworks are vital to have the option to develop and foster effective innovation 
based business visionaries. 
 
Proposals from the consequences of this review are that assuming you need to be fruitful in commercializing 
innovation, you need to have a decent and mature plan, the system to be utilized, and the means that should be taken. 
The marketing or sales process that is carried out must be improved to carry out the further introduction of 
wastewater treatment machines. The company does not have to purchase to be able to use this waste processing 
machine but can also do a rental system. The existence of a special website that describes the wastewater treatment 
machine from the purchase or rental price and the overall specifications will increase sales. So that consumers will 
be more confident in making a purchase or lease. In addition, the product introduction process should not only be for 
companies that have wastewater and upper-middle-class companies, but also for all companies that someday will 
need it. 
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